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FOreward

--tangaage--arts--are;-interrelst;ed-to sue a_degree_
--t44tIAmLinvesti6tion-in-Ons
have rsleVance for tint other. The itudiea
reported here were darried outn theReadingDepartment of the William Paterson College,Wayne, New Jersey by graduate students who
were working toward the Masters degiee in reading.,

These studies reflect the interests and
concerns of classroom

teachers who are currently...
involved in the teaching process as it pertains
to the many aspects of teaching reading andthe language arts. The unique contribution ofstudies of this nature lies in their direct
relationship to the eonduct of the languagearts program in actual

teaching'situations. In
essence, these Investigations are a part of
the alassrodm processes in which they were
carried out, load, as a result, should be of
interest.to practitioners of the'art of teaching.

M. Dougherty-
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(A Obt411.AlATIVE STUDY & PT4 BASAL ECLECTIC
APPROACH AND THE INDIVIDUALIZED READING

APPROACH TN_RE(ARn TO.VOCAMIARY
foe EL D-- GROUP

OF-3MIZEILGRAMICHILDREN-

'. Claire Ellen- Walker

A survey'of educational thought concerning
reading in todays's schools reveals two widely
accepted'generalizations: All educators agree
that the purpose of the school is to meet each
child's unique needs and, fulfilling these
needs requires differentiationand individual-
ization of instruction. The concept of indi-
vidualized reading gs a method of-teaching
reading is based on the principal hat children
are able to determine for themselves their needs,
their interests,and the rate at which they are
able to proceed. Other methods, particularly
the baSal or eclectic approadh to reading instruc-
tion, endeavor to provide the student with a
structired framework in which he can meet needs
and develop interests'as well as establish a
criterion for judging appropriate pace.

Proponents of both the individualized and
the eclectic basal methods cite research to
support their particular opiniOni and methodology,
but the evidence presented is not conclusive.
Revieying this literature will not provide the
educator with definitive decisionsbased on
cumulative research which showi' one method is
clearly superior to the other. Ankerman 4971)
states this and,fiirther suggests that the various
aspects of each new approach should be examined
in an unbiased dnd objective manner.

:41



Individualized Teading is based upon
Olson's (1959) concepts of seeking, self-seleot'ion,
acid -pacrirg.Tt- is assumed the the cnild ties
_within himAelf the desir to seek from las
e v - .y o se ect t ose rea
ing materials which are c nsistent with-his
maturtty-an-d-hie partrd-Uarneedt endint-eYeits.

:Thus,. each child May read independently at
his seat from a different bOok that he himself ,

has selected, and, as a oonsequence, arbitrary
%%Separation into ability grolips becomes unnecessary,'

Pacing refers to acts on the part of the teacher
which ensure that each child is provided with
materials'and interesting tasks which cover a
wide range of difficulty and variability.
'Olson believes that the child will react to
these materials consistent with his stage of
maturation and ability. VeatOh (1959) emphasizes,
the motivational factor inherent in.this method,
of teaching reading. Sperber (1958) and Vite
(1958)- claim that children have More favorable
attitudes toward reading than do the more con-
ventional methods and Evans (1965) considers the

,psychologi-cal

V6l
effect of freedom from readipg

groups to be .eficial.-

Tyler (1960).discussed"desired changes in
behaviOr as an aim of teaching which may be

Air' related-to Olson's cdncepts of self-selection
and pacing, Tyler states that before the pupil
adopts same new behavior, or skill, he must
recognize that his previous ways of reacting, or
learning, bate unsatisfactory so he is stimulated
to try,new Ways. As long as the learner does not
recognize that his earlier modes are inappropriate,
he will keep repeating'what.he haS been doing.

't 4
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The learner reaches plateau in his performance
and makes little further improvement unless the
learning

situatinn_is_diffe_rent--ftsant____

ones. Tyler concludes that it is more_likely
that each 1parnnr mill .nekc ccqucntial p4u6Less
in attaining desired objectives in'reading if
the learning experiences have been selected and
planned with sequences in mind. He feels this
is especially obvious in vocabulary development.
Harris (1956); Bets .(1950) and Newbury (1960)
concur that the complex aspect of reading,
ward perception, consists of skills which must
be introduced in a'planned sequence and mastered '
'in meaningful contexts. For this reason the

.,/vocabulary control and repetition of basal
readers is economical and fruitful for children

'acquiring the skills of reading.

'This investigation tests one aspectcon-
sidered important in any reading'program--the
acquisition of vocabulary, or the understanding
of meanings of words appropriate to oneJs read-
ing level. Harris (1970) and Farr (1970) state
that measures of vocabulary are' substantially
related :to other measures of reading ability
because extensive word mastery is,4 necessary
skill to competence in reading. It was hypothesized
that fourth grade pupils who have been instructed
:through a sygtematic presentation of vocabulary
skills in an eclectic basal reading system per-
form significantly better on a test (4 vocabulary
based on that basal gystemthan do fourth grade0
children who acquire a reading vocabulary through
the use of the less structured individUalited
program. -

-3-



Method

The subjects or this investigation were
seventy fourth grade students, 35 in a basal

on a co oresman reel-
ing system and 35 who had been_taught to read in
an individualized

t '

4

Beginning reading for this group was taught
through an augmented basal reader approach until/
the middle of the second grade when these pupils,
moved into a totally individualized reading
approach. Those taught with basal readers ranged
in age from 8 years, 8 months to 10 years, 3
months with a mean age of 9 years, 6 months.
This group consists of 21 girls and 14 boys. The
ages Of the group receiving individualized read-

, ing instruction ranged from 8.years, 10 months
to 10 years with a mean age of 9 years, 5 months
and a standard deviation of 4 months. Twenty were
girls and fifteen were boys.

The I.Q. scores for the basal reading sulp-
'jects ranged from 87 to 135 with a mean ,c)f 112;16
and a standard deviation: of 13.29 and the I.Q.''
-score's for the individualized group ranged from 4;

91 to 136 with a mean of 111.65 and a standard. 3_
deviatioh,of 10.89. These scores were obtaintd d,

frolii the LorgeThorndike tests administered in
March, 1973.

.The methdd used to determine control of
vocabulary was developed from the 1964 and 1965
editions of Scott Foresman'sjapjatv-Basio
Readers. The third, fo4fth and fifth grade-
readers were ,used to select the sample of
vocabulary words used. Since the four readers

10-



containeda total of 1.487 pages, thefirst word,
ekcludiwproper nounaor foreign words, was
seleckd from each tenthpage in the vocabulary
listing in the third and fourth grade readers.

-77 One-lwarel---fi:om---every-twentietilAtse:wasr-plected
from the fifth grade. reader. Each ofhe 125 '___

words- ehoaea- for the test wme framed i = cam-
--'4.plete sentence taken from the Thorndike_
---T-TArhnardt Beginhing Dictionary. fora no

eluded in this dictionary were not inClud
the test.

4

The test'was constructed so PietA blank
space - occurred for the vocabulary word sought'
d a choice of three wordi offered; one which
s feadible but less-suitable then the correct
oice, ancrthe correct answer. WL1`choices //

werd'isimilar grammatically and were selected 4 ,

according to similar initial, mediall\or final
constructions,'or inferred association with
another word.c& words in the sentence. The
decoy wordi were chosen from the vocabulary list
of a reader at least one leliel,below the corredt
answer. The students were instructed to circle
the word that best' fitted the' meaning of the
sentence.

The classroom teachers adfainistered thisk test
on two school days during the second week of
Octoberl, 1973. The test was completed in 20 to
25mixotes by the majority of students but sub-
jects who required more time were al]sowed 4$
minutes.

f., .

Findings .

\''. Thp total Acores for the basal reading groni5
ranged from 37 to 107 with a mean of 6.77 and a :'
stendard detiation of 20.13. Scores,'for the

-5-
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'
,/ 10

; dtvidualized iroip ranged from 16 to 103. with,

an of 75.34 and, a sta and deviation_pf I.

17. /L7. When,the signi sense of the difference .,....,-

between the means .compAted, a t-score of ..----

ig is-AgrFitl-cant at the--
--,4"025-- liiirel' o fider4e. An examination of,,,= / ,A

/ t itylost-subjects-7;Eught
,, -ip-the lndi ualized-pro-gram scored algnificantly i

It-

-----

-We---vo6abulary--test id7thzs-e7
subjects taug t in th; basal der program.- -

Tab1a 1 sates this.

TABLE . ,

.---
/

:-----C---
TAI, 0 I is ER, OF ITEMS CORRECT /

THE -:P SAL READER GROUP AND, THE ,, /

..<1.11LaVIINALIZED READING GROUP /

sal

35 :

Mean -69.77'

20.13

Irdividt alined

35

t=2.377*

* (ps. 075)

75.34

',17.17

df=68
.a

\\\
Conclusions

i Findings show that the individualized group
' ach'i'eved significantly higher than-did the basal
.reading group. owever, the.fact that the

4.
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students in-the individualized group learned the
foundation basic sight words and word attack
skills ,through an augm&fted basal progTam through
the middle ofthe second grade may have had a
pronounced effect. Parthermore, teachers work-
ing with children in an individualized .program are
apt to encourage-much reliance on context clues
and this skill would be advantageitial- in he
tyie-T"..test used in this study.

However, this study does indicate that an
ade3uate vocabulary can be acquired through an
individualized reading program. takers (1971)
statement that a comparison of approaches -is(
not a fair mdasure if the test has been constructed
largely on the basis of the approach used to teach
one oethe groups being compered appears in-
valid, at least where vocabulary iA concerned,
because the students in both programs. seem to
be eypesed to a similar body of words. Reading
through self-selection does not seem tn affect
growth of reeding skills adversely. Several
authorities urge a combination of the two
approaches, basal and individualized,/ion
classroom.

?

Despite the enthusiastJ.c endcrscrent of
individualized reeding by many, it is wis
substantiate these ciplims for various situations
or districts. Both'the good points and,thP
problcms should be race available to the cla-s-
room tea-:ler sb that;sn unbiased evaluation .:an
be nade to suit

thatteacher's.objectives,
competencies, and tine characteristics of t".ce stu-
dents.

Ceveral questions have been raiser! in this
study. There is a need to design studies and

-7-
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)
repeat studies which appraise a constellation of

.subskills so it can be determined whether or not

significant differences exist between these two

'approaches in the area. Furthermore, test'

designers need to turn attention to the measure-

ment of other important areas besides mechanical

skills. Measurement of attitudes, carry over of
values gained through reading, and degree of
interest in reading need to be assessed in an
empirical manner.. Studies this far have raised
questions astto.whichstudents profit most
through an individualized reading approach, and,

is this approach detrimental or helpful to the

slower students?
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A COMPARISON OF A FORMAL READING GROGRAM
B; KINDERGARTEN WITH AN INFORMAL*
PROGRAM OF GENERAL READINESS

Patricia C. Bird

For the past decade there 4s been a continuing
debate between those who'sre pposed to and those
who faVor reading instructi in the kindergarten.
Many opinions have been voiced but little con-
clusive research has take place. If 'educators

)-7------

a e interested In teaching children in'the best
possibleway, more must"be one to determine whether

;00* or not early reading Lpiet etion is the rest
wey. '- 1.,

The Denver Study Brzeinski, Rarripson
McKee, 1967) indicat s that an exPerimental
group ofthildren'4 ugllt context clues, listening

. for beginning con- nant sounds, distinguishing
letter forms, an using these skills to decode
unfamiliar printed/words in ;kindergarten were
significantly be't'tor readers at thq,end of first
grete than w.-Jr.q.a control group who received no
ear:13 reading fnstruction. O.K. Moore, as re-
ported by Sheldon (1962); and Blanton.(1973)
report similar increased ability for those children
who receire structured pre=4irst grade reading
instruction.

Others, however, do not agree with foLal
instruction in the kindergarten. Matthews (1959)
and Vernon, 0".lorman and McLellan k1955) report
no improvement in reading ability but instead

4. in-reased emotional propblems with early formal,
reading nstruction.

-10-
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A1959 ruling by the New,Tersey State Board
of Education stated that no formal instruction in
reading, writing, or numbers could be conducted,
in the kindergarten. On June 4, 19,0, an amend-
ment to the 1959 ruling permitted formal in-,
struction on a selective basis to be determined
on the teacher's judgment of when each child is
ready for instruction. Many New Jersey sChool
systems have taken this ruling to mean that all
kindergarten students should receive formal
reading instruction.

The present study compares the instructional
_levels, as these are tested by the Botel Word
Recognition Test, at the end of first grade of
two groups of children one of which received
planned formal instruction in reading in the
kindergarten and another group of children who
received a traditional program of incidental readi-
ness. Through this investigation, the following
hypothesis was tested:

Children receiving a formal program in
reading in the kindergarten will do better, when
tested at the end of first grade for instructional
level, than will those children who ree4've a
traditional, incidental program of readin

Method

The 170 subjects of this. study we chosen
from .a rapidly growing, predominantly Der

,

middle=t/a-ss suburban comTunity. The xperi-
mental group consisted of 47 boys and 3e girls
whose mean -chronolOgital age was six years,
eleven months at the end of first grade and the
mean chronolognal age of the control group,



46 boys and 39 girls, was

The eading inst
the experimental subje
Readiness in Language Ar_t_a_Bregrampublished by
Sulltvan Associates used for daily periods of
twenty minutes. This program is based on five
books which the children go through as they master
the left to right progression, the names of
twelve colors, geometric shapes, the capital
and IT-case letters, sound- symb6l relation-
ships, and a reading and spelling vocabulary of
115 words.

even years, eightmonttis.

n given\to
sted of Th4-

The c ntrol subje4s were exposed to a
trail' nal kindervirten:ppraoch to reading

adiness in which each teacher introduced
experience charts, letters ott alphabet, initia)_,
consonant sounds, left to right p ogres ion,
and the identification of color na s and numbers.
All of these activities were conduct d in an
informal atmosphere according to teacher judgment
and class ,needs.

4

A the end of .first grade, both groups were
given the Word Recognition Test of the Botel
Reading Inventory (Botel, 1966). These tests
were administered individually by the reading
tonsultant. From ,his, a percentage of correct
answers was obtaihed-and converted to an instruc-
tional.level.

In order to calmtlate the significance of
the difference between the scores of the experi-
mental and the control.groups,'the levels on
the Botel Inventory were assigned pbsitive
values.

-12-
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TABLE 1

POSITIVE VALUES ASSIGNED) TO EACH BOTEL LEVEL

Botel Levels Faltive Values

Readiness

Pre-primer

rimer,

1

2

3
2 \
1

1

5
2

2 6
1

32 7

3 8
1

4 9

- ,

Findings

-The hypothesis stated that the _experimental
group Would outperform the co9oIgroup. There-
fore, a one tailed t test of significance was
employed to measure any significant 'difference
between the means of the instructional levels.

-13-
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TABLE 2

. COMPARISON OF SCORES FOR EXPERIMENTAL

AND CONTROL GROUPS, .

Experimental Group Control Group

Range- 1-9 1-9

Mean 4.1412 4.0471

-- S.D. 2.1525. 1.9450

t=.29r

Note. - The difference between the means is not

significant.

When the conversion scores of the experimental
group,and the control group are compared, a t

score of .2972 is obtained. This is not signifi-

cant and the hypothesis is not supported. From

this it cannot be concluded that:a formal
reading program in the kindergarten has more
benefit than does a traditional program of readi-

ness. The means of the converted scores of-the
two groups, are similar. This indicates that a
corresponding instructional level predominates in

both groups. This level is first reader, level

.one.

2 0
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However, when a comparison of the standard
deviations of the conversion scores for the ex-
perimental and the control groups is made, the
difference is slightly larger. The standard
deviation for the experimental group is 2.1525
and, for the control group, it is 1.945. This
indicates that the spread is greater for the
ekperimentargrouu than it is for the control
group. This indicates that a greater range of
differences exists for those who received the.
structured program. PeAaps this fornal instruction
ditferentiates those who are able from those who
Are not at this ldvel.-

'Conclusions

The findings of this study indicate that the
Sr,?. of kindergarten program makes no significant
difference in how much the children achieve in
ability to read. Many of the'' so- called naW and-
1.nnovative programs will not serve as better

strategies for learning than those that have
done before. It appears pat A gro:',-,,deal.depends

On.the indivi,dual.tea'cher involy.ed. A competent
'teacher can make e program work well through
4'ostering motivation to learn, promoting iniative,
and creating an exciting atmosphere for what, is
going on in the classroom. A packaged program
cannot stand alone. The personal factor provided
by the teacher is essential.

:Contrary to the findings pf Agnew, Dolch and
Blo&ister (Darrow & Howes, 1963), this study does
not reveal that children become confused or are
failures as a result of a formal reading program
in the kindergarten. There was no-evidence of

-15-



emotional or social problems stemming from the
more structured program.

Grouping for reading instruction,in kinder-
garten was the purpose of the change in New Jersey
State Education Law and perhaps small groupswho
are ready for reading would benefit from this -

structured reading readiness instruction. The
law is not mandatory but is rather permissive
because it was intended to provide_such teaching
for those children who are mature enough-to
benefit from early learning...
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A MEASURE OF, THE RANGE OF FIRST GRADE

READING PROGRESS AS EVALUATED BY BOTH
A STANDARDIZED TEST AND AN INFORMAL

INVENTORY

Sylvia DeVries

Throughout the years, children have been
expected to learn to read rn the first grade. It
is assumed that this experience is the same fOr
all six-year-olds, consequently, the individual
differences pretent from birth are forgotten.
Teachers and parents have placed much emphasis
on the product while often neglecting the
important'steps in the process of learning to
read. It should be remembered that many
children will require a continuation of the pre-

- paratory period, and, for these children, it is
necessary to postpone the teaching of reading
until physical, mental, and emotional readiness,
has been acquired.

, Children differ in pany ways. All six-
year-olds and all five-year-olds are not growing
or developing in the same way or at the same
rate. First Ode students differ markedly in

:the way in whit& they learn to read and their
varied performances at the end of the year in-
dicate.a wide range of attainment in reading skills.
The difference in levels of reading ability
may range from prepriSer through the third grade
level and beyond this.

Considering the multiplicity of factors
which will promote' or, hinder children.as they
learn to read, 'it seems obvious that there

24
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will be much variation among beginning readers.
Smith (1963) believes that there is a difference
in maturation and in reading achievement between
boys and girls. It is an established fact that
girls develop more rapidly than boys. This
factor may cause some lack of uniformity in a
sale classroom.

In order to predict the children who are
likely to become reading failures in our school
systems, DeHirsch, Jansky add 'Longford ,(1966)
studied a group of children who were failing at //
the end of second grade.' These students were /
ideritified through teacher observations and a
battery of tests which had been given during
kindergarten. The results of this study showed
that there were important differences in .readiness
to read between this failing group and those who
were succeeding. The investigators found that
it was.not failure A any single task that
distinguished the failing reader from those /
reading on, grade level, but rather the accumulation
of their deficiencies, Many variablWcontributed
to.the reading problems of these children'
including intelligence, socio-economic background,
and neurological functioning. These writers
conclude bat maturational status, which they
defined as the process of successive and over-,
lapping changes in growth that tike place in
the physiological and psychokogicalsectorp of the
organism, is.the,predictor of reading readiness
and that this varies with different children.

The dictate of child development oppose
-the rigorous or ering of children's abilities, and
attainments into the conventional gisded structure.
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,According to Goodlad and Anderson (1963),
there i. § a spread of four years in pupil readi-

' ness to learn in the average first grade. This
is based,on, mental age which,these writers
consider ari important criterion-of ability or
readiness to learn. Mental age is'defined as
an abaolUte measure in that,units,years and
months, 'are just like chronologidal'age. The
measuring scale is en intelligence teft. As
pupils progress through the grkdes, the span in
readiness to learn widens. The' ratelrgrowth
and the potential level may vary coA4derably.
Also, thp aspects of growth for a single child

7/ are uneven in the-physical, social, emotional, and
// / intellectual areas. The writers made several

generalizations after studying many classrooms.
Their first generalization states that children
entering the first grade differ in mental agp
by approximate lx four full years. To plan. a

first grade curr'culum, one must assume four
,-----

year range in t} level on difficulty. his men/it'
that rk levels

expectancies

must be geared4for tw year

?

below
two years above. Asecond generaliz 16A
was that the spread in achievement an elementary
school class slightly 4ceeds the,,number.of.the

-----\ grade level. That is, the spr,eadis more than

/
th ee years in a third grAide ,class.

.This
,

ream
*

,---'disparity of ream lichievement.levels
in almost any elementary school class is under-
scored by Betts (1963) who states that a'teacher
of a given grade level who accepts childrentbn
their own individual planes of achievement will
usually find a. range o three or more'gradcs.
Betts goes on to state hat not all children can

6

A
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,

be expected to complete the wor f elle initial
reading period by the end of Illte first year of
instruction because varying learning, rates
produce unequal achievement levels.' Some
first grade children will develop the ability to

, read on the second, third, or possibly fourth
grade lexcel.

The purpose of 4f1 study was to determine
whether or not first grade studenttreadon the

, same level or have developed a range of at
. .0.*'least three years fn their reading abilities at ,

\-c

the end of the first grade. It wks hypothesized.'
, tW a heterepgeneiously grouped first grade

lasi will show a reading range of three years at4.
the end of'tlir first year of formal instructiOn7
in reading as this .range is measured by means of
are informal reading inventory and a standiikzed

ireading test.

'Method

The subjects were 26 first grade children in .

one classroom of a private school in a suburban
community of northern New Jersey all of whom
were from white, middle-clliSs families. The
group includecreeventeen girls and nine boys whose
mean age was six years and ten months. Their
ages ranged from 77 to 88 months.

P .

The instruments,used to eval ate progress
in this study were the Gates McGi itie Reading
Test and an informal. reading inven ory based on
Bookmark Reading Program published y Har-.ourt
'Brace Jovanovich. The main purpose of the in-
formal inventory in this study was to determine
the child highest_ possible instructional

-21-
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level, therefore Betts! p.957) criteria for
determining the instructional level is included
here:

I. 'A minimum comprehension score of atileast 75
per cent, based on both factual and inferential
questions.

Accurate.pronunciation of 95% of the running'...----,//

words.'

III. Ability to anticipate meaning.

IV. Freedom from tension in the reading situation.

Freedom from finger pointing.

VI. F*dom from head movement;

VII. Acceptable reading posture.

VIII. Silent reading to locate specific informs=
tion characterized by: ,

A. A rate of comprehension substantially
higher than that for oral reading.

B. Ability to use sight word techniques
(context clues, picture clues, con-
figuration clues, and rhythm" clues) and/
or word:analysis techniqueg (phonics ,

and syllabication) for recognition of
new reading words.

C. Absence.of vocalization.,
D. Ability to identify mechanical or

comp ehension difficulties which require
the a sistance of a teacher or glossary.,

-22
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IX. Oral reading performance, preceded by
silent reading, characterized by:

A. Rhythm, proper phrasing
R. Accdrate interpretation of nunctuation
C. Use of conversational stone
D. A reasonOcay;wide eye-voice-span

o aer to make the test materials of \\\
suf dent length that the specific abilities

skills of the subjects might be appraised
adequately, a 150-word passage 14hs selected for
the oral reading, and another 150-word passage was
selected for the silent reading evaluation from
the primer and each level from grade one throtgh
three. On the foul(411 grade level, the oral
ahl silent readirlg pihages were extended to 2004p
words. The selections were chosen randomly from
any of the stories beyong the first thirty pages
in eacn reader.

For each oral selection, the investigator
constructed five questions about the content. Four
of these were factual, demanding recall of the
passage, while one of the questions was in-
ferential, requiring some interpretation by the .

examinee.; Of the ten questions used for the silent
reading appraisal, two questions were inferential.
The questions and answers for the oral and silent
reading selections were prepared by the examiner
in advance and listed on cards. This inventory
was then administered by the examiner in five to
fifteen minute intervals per test. Each subject
read from the text while the investigator observed
and recorded the results. In addition to the
questions, a word list based on the Bookmark
Rcarling Program was used to deterAine the starting
point for the subjects of low reading, tblLity.

29
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Since the purpose of this brteEigation was
to determine the subjeCts' highest prolitble in-
structional level, this level was arbitrarily
set at 93 -97% for the oral reading portion and
70-80% accuracy in comprehension. If the
subject could not respond to the comprehension
questions with 80% accuracy, a lower level
reader was used and the same procedure followed.
If a discrepancy between the results of the
silent and oral selections, the lOwer score was
considered to be the instructional level. For
the children whose instructional le.'els were
lower than the primer, according to this inventory,
the word list alone determined the instructional

/ level.

The word lists used for the preprimers
contained fifteen words; every fifth word frrom the
three preprimers was"Mezted with the exception
of proper nouns. The number of errors determined
the instructional level for each preprimer.
The scoring for the three books was as follows:

1-2 errors - third preprimer level
3-4 errors - second preprimer level
4 or more errors- first preprimer

The highest possible score on the comprehen-'
sion section of the Gates MacGinitie Reading
Test Was 3.7, and 3.5 on Vocabulary. Eight of
the .subjects scored perfectly and an adva ed
form of the test was not administered. .Th re-
fQre, the widest possible range on the silent
reading test was not determined.

30
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Findings

The;ftfindings support the- hypothesis which
states that a heterogeneously grouped first grade
class will show a reading range of three grade
levels at the end of their first year of formal
instruction. On the informal reeding inventory
the scores ranged from the second preprimer to the
fourth grade. The preprimers and primer read-
ing levels are early first grade reading
materials and'can not be called a full year.
Therefore, the range in reading ability for this
group c subjects is greater than three actual
grade levels.

Table 1 shows the results of the Gates
MacGinitie Reading Test and the informal in-
ventory. The highest grade level on the Gates
MacGinitie Reading Test is 3.6 and thd-lowest
grade level is 1.4, a range of two years and
two months. The mean score was 2.6 grade levels
with a standard deviation of 2.39. On'the
informal reading inventory, the range of reading
ability constituted threq years, from the
second nreprimer to the fourth grade.

Three boys and one girl attained a pre-
primer level on the informalreading inventory.
Their ages were 78, 79, 812-and 86 months; two
boys and one girl were younger than the class
mean of82mThs. One girl, aged 84 months,
and one boy, 1ged 88 months, attained reading
scores of 3.6 on the Gates MacGinitie Reading
Test and a rea ing level orgrade four on the
informal inven ory.
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TABLE 1

COMPARISOU OF TEST RESULTS

Gates MacOinitie Informal inventory

Range 1,4 -3.6 Second Freprimer
Fourth Grade -

Mean 2.6 F:rst ,Reader,

Sixth Month

Conclusions

The evidence presented in this research
Indicates that a representative class of first
grate children who have completed the first grade
reading program have attained a xange of at least
three grade levels, and those who reach the
highest instructional levels are older than the
mean age of the Mass. Furthermore, although the
standardized reading test corresponds to the
levels measured by the informal inventory, it
does not closely predict the range of,tte in-
structicnal level as this is measured by means
of' an informal reading inventory based' on an
eclecti...: basal reader. These findings reiterate
Betts' (1957) contention that standardized tests
do not accurately predict children's instructional

/ xeading levels and that standardized tests
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should not form thesole basis for groupin in
tireaping classes.

Stauffer (1965) has suggested that the
range of individual differences is at feast five
years in a typical class of sixlyear olds. This

earch indicates three to four year-differences
six to seven year age levels. However, the
s of this study agree with those of

ad and Anderson (1963) who found a
sprea of four years in readinessto learn. They
say that one must assume a four-year range in
level o difficulty when planning a first
grade c ricuIUm.

Teachers of first grade classes will need to
rake the reading curriculum flexible and broad
enough to provide instruction on tie appropriate
levels foi' children who read on various 1 els
and progress at differing rates. The i truc-
tional materials _used for reading shoo d include.
materials spanting at least four gra e levels
including headiness materials as well as materials
for advanced readers.=
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'A COMPARISON, OF SECOND LEVEL PUPILS' VO"PBULARY
ACHIEIMENT SCORES USING A MULTI-TraT 3A3AL
READING APPROACH AND A SULLIVAN PRC'GRAMMED

READING SYSTEM

Angela" Tursi Piatek

Many new approaches to.teaching reading
have evolved from changing philosophies of educe-.
tier.. Early education'stemmed from religious
goals and later, importance was placed on the.

individual and soc..igig. More recently the im-
pact of

learningAheories"conceptualized by
behaviorists such as Skinner (1938) 'and Gagne
(1970) have invaded the field of education,.
and, as a result, reading instruct' n has been
influericed. Various approaches d programs
based on these theories have re ived acceptance
in the American classrodm. It s the task of
the reading teacher to careful assess and
evaluate the available _program in order to best"%_
meet the needs of the pupils.

The present study is concerned the
programmed reading approach. Lewis (1963) .

cites the work df Skinner as prompting the
development of programmed reading. Skinner's
stimulus-response theory of operant conditioning
arid Pressey's (Umens, 1963) development of

.---programiaid-fektbooks demonstrated-it's application
in the field of education.

Programmed instruction requires active re-
sponding by the student. The material to be
learned is presented/in units called steps; the
learnervorkS and PrtSponds thrqugha series of



1"-)

steps which, when combined iikorder of progressive
difficulty, contribute to the mastery of a skills

The'Learner receives immediate feedback in this
self-pacing program. Thus, according to Haring,.
and Phillips (1962), the student will have a low
rate of error, and this factor, in itself,
reinforced learning.

Perhaps the most commonly used approach to
the teaching of readi g is the basal reading system
which came into exist nce in the 130is. It

utilizes an eclectic ethod whereby the child is4.
first taught a sight vocabulary 'Clhich enatles him
to read the first stories which arc especially
written with a limited variation in vocabulary.
Phonetic an-1 structural analysis skills 'are
taught in order to give hint :e independence
necessary for word attack as he advances to
stories requiring more skill. Comprehension is
taught simultaneously., A'cording to Zintz
(1970, a multi-tlxt basal reading approach
ic*orporates a variety of different *basal readers,
to accomodate, the wide range of abilities th' a
class.

I

The purposes bf this study are to examine
the effectiveness of programmed reading instruc-
tion in the area of vocabulary recogniti-In;to
examine its effectiveness with seconA grale
children who ar.e. reading at or near grade level.;

and to determine whether or not there is a
significant difference in, vocabulary rcognitioa
ability with eqldren using prog.ramme4 4nstruction-
al 1-6.tcrials .or children using basal 'readers.

,4 this.the null-hypothesis that
children who,a,re'taUg4 t:o-read with r grawnel

/
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readers will perform r'better on atest of vo-
cabulary,achievement than will thosechildren
taught with basal readers.

Method
wo

Far this study thirty-six subjects, eighteen
from each of two schools in middle-class sub..
urbs of New York City, were seleCted on the
basis of the average reading scores attained on
standardized tests. --These subjects, paired
according to chronological'age and reading grade,

.had attained grade levels of. fr)a 1.5 to r.3 At

the/time of testing. The experimental group
were taught by means of the Sullivan Programmed
SeYies and the control group were taught ,4sing
a multi-text basal realer approach.

A Ideccabulary test, proparel from the
3ullivan Programmed Ceries, grales ,on-_, .;1c, a.il

three, was administered t.:) the two groupeetn7

subjects at the beginning of th- second grade.
This test included 150 words, fifty taker fro:.
each_of'i:he first through the third grade ',-.)oks

ofetile programmed series si,le these levelt
cepreeeat the lower gnd the higher limits of
the second grade level The to:,a1 number D: new

presentedwordsesented in ea n grade was/ ulcalcated,
proper names exclude,. and fifty Words wen: raadcmly

selected. from the net total 4 arriviAg et an

- Literval and choosing those/ Words whien fell at

the upper lirit, of each on. One humdrcl and
fifty completio4 sentences wore constle,ctel usi
the \iocabulary controlled tb%aatch the reading

levels of the designated words. Thetit,To alternate

word choices were randomly selected fr.:1;:'!.here-

matilingw:rds at each grade level. This type of

4:
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test", according to Betts (1954), provides an
accurate measure o.° reading comprehension.

The test was administered in twenty minute
periods on five consecutive days. Each subject
was given sufficient time to finish the test.

Findings

The number of correct answers'ettaled by
each subject .onstitutes_his score. The cores
of the experimental gro4 range fronrr16 to 108
with a mean of 70 and standard deviation of
26.5675 ant', the control group attained'score.7,

ranging from 5)4 to 136 with a mean of 98.2^
and a standard deviation of 33,3996. A test of
significance calculated for the two ..leans results
in a t score of 2.72 (p=.C1). This is shown in
Table 1.

7

TABLE 1

VOCABULARY CCOR1S

Experimental Subjects -'Zbntrol Sutjects
N 18 \

18 .

Range 16-108 54-136
Mean 70 98.2:
3.D. 26.5675' 33.3996

t=2.7263 of -34
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An analysis of the two groups, the experi-
mental group who received programmed instruction
and the control group taught through a multi -
text basal reader approach,' indicates a signifi-
cant difference between the means in.favor of
the control group. Mils, the null hypothesis
cannot be.rVectear the multi-text basal reading
approach produces as good as or better re!ults
than does programmed reading.

A comparision of the vocabulary scores with
scores on the- Gates MacGinitie Test obtained by-
the experimental subjects, those taught by,means
of programmed readers shows a low correct "ion
(S=.23) when compared by means of Spearman's rho.

/'" The control group, those who learned to read with
a-multi-text basal reader approach, show a
cbrresponding pattern of high to low scores on
both the Metropolitan Achievement Test and the
vocabulary test based.on the programmed materials.
When the two scores are compared by means of
Spearman's rho, a correlation coefficient of
.7926 results.

Conclusions

The results of this study indicate that
children instructed with basal reader's achieve
greater gains in vocabulary and the attendant
comprehension than do children instructed with .

programmed materials. This finding agrees with
those of Hill (1968) who reports significantly
higher scores on tests of sentence reading and
word recognition for pupils who use basal readers'
over those taught with programmed readers. Basal

f-) readers incorporate .--varied learning experiences
which promote vocabulary development through an
extensive selection of varied independent and
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teacher-directed learning activities for the
purpose. of de'veloping'end enriching, vocabulary
concepts. The suggested activities consider a
learner's different styles and interests Oa
these are developed to foster vocabulary..

Programmed reading does not include this experience
factor in its vocabulary development program.:

This study indicates that the conventional
or basal reading approach is a moro effective
teaching tool, specifically where vocabulary
is concerned, than 'is t1 programmedreading
system. FindinE:s of this study indicate that
programmed reallg is less efficient in d v4loping
vocabulary r4eogdition skills with average
readers. The results of this investigatio
challenge the advisability of using a programed
reading system since the vocabulary achievement
scores for subjects involved in such a program,
were significantly (p =.01) lower than those
scores for subjects utilizing_basaarpders.

Although advocates of programmed readers
consider them a means of individualizing the
readin program, one mitht,question the character-
is s of these readinnleterials in light of
a truly individualized situation. Ail.individualtzed
reading program incorporates self-selection from
diversesIterials whereas the Sullivan program
tested here confines students to one set of
workbooks and consequently ne groap of character-
izations from kindergarten hrough the third grade.
Creativity is fostered throw flexibility and
the individual is afforded the 4:eedom forself-
expression and experimental learning in a truly
individualized situation. The regimented pro-
glipmmed approach which condsts of response-
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rewatd does not incorporate the flexib spect

into its program as do the time honor $

approaches which inco o creativit to

their modes of vocab ary d elopment: Inthis
research this develo..ent o creativity in the
area of vocabulary etc is' on skills indicates
that it has aolpa tag h respect tc achieve-
ment as is evidence by t ificantly higher
scores of the basal reading grdhP as.opposed to.
the lower scores obtained by the pr.:gra-died
reading group.

It may prove valuable to carryon a longi-
tudinal st to determine the effects of the two
reading'pro ams on vocabulary development. A
Study tz, de crmine the develbpment of vocabulary
from first tkroiv31-, third grade with the subjects

tested at the end of each grade may help to
determine which of the two readinCapproaches,
progtamthed .or mu3,ti-text basal, pro-ces the

5 best results at each level.
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A COMPARISON OF DriEILIGEi:E AND RETENTION CF
PHONETIC SaINDS.IN KINDERGARTEN CHILDREN

Elizabeth Taylor Pratt

Those involved with the early education of
children are faced with a number of questions.
Are young children able to understand and
recall the sounds of consonants at the beginnings
and endings of words, and if they are, is it
'because of innate ability? If children have
this ability, is it neurologically based or is it
13 result of experiential factors? If a-child
apperas verbally able, will he also do well in
such reading-associated tasks as phonic dis-
crimination? The question is raised as to whether
or not a child who scores high on an intelligence
test of perceptual-motor, vocabulary, and r]raw-
a-man measures till also be able to recall
specific phonetic sounds. If this is the case,
s teacher will be able to identify these
children through use of such tests and instruct
them at an advanced level beyond that which
necessitates the teaching of every consonant
sound.

As Durrell (1956) states, we actually do not
yet know how to measure early stages in the
development of the ability to hear and discriminate
between sounds. Hagen and Harekham (1972) in-
vestigated the effect of a phonics-oriented
kindergarten program on auditory discrimination
and reading readiness using the Wepmari Auditory
Discrimination Test and the New York State
-Readiness-Test and Fount'. that instruction in

4 .

phonics resulted in a higher readiness score but
no higher scores in auditory discrimination.
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Brown (1971), and Legge (1971) found that listen-
ing IN intelligence were highly coordinated in
fourth; fifth, and sixth grade children Leg

'found an even closer correlation between list
ing ability and scholastic achievement than

' between listening ability and intelli,ence. He
cites the need for furthering the train g of
listening ability, .particular in the rly
stages of formal education.

If the ability, to understand, retain, and
recall the phonetic sounds of consonant letters ,

is an important factor in learning to read, then
it'is essential that we kitalrhourA-o recognize and
to judge whether or not Ais ability is developed
sufficiently well at th kindergarten level and
whether this can be me ured through assessing
intelligence and percep ual ability. It was
the purpose of this study to investigate the 1

degree to which kindergarten children can recall
specific consonant sounds after having heard
these related in a story, and whether 4pr not the
intelligence of these children has a positive
correlation with this ability. Ftrthermore,
this research was planned to determine whether or
not there is a significant difference between the
responses of those children who attend in the

.,4 afternoon, and whether sex is.a factor in phonic
ability7at this level.

Method

The subjects were 42 kindergarten children
who attended two sessions, morning and afternoon,
in a middle-class suburban neighborhood. The

morning class consisted of 21,.children; ten
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boys and eleven girl!, and the afternoon class
consisted of eleven boys and ten girls. The
girls in the morning class ranged in age from
70 to 59, months with a mean of 64.5 and a
S.D. of 3.42 and had intelligence.quotients
ranging from 133 to 77 with'a mean of 105.5 and
S.D. of 18.60. The boys in this class ranged in
age from 68 to 58 months with a mean of 63.3
and a S.D. of 3.04 and had intelligence quotients
ranging from 116 to 85 with a mean of 100.P
and S.D. of 13.08. In the afternoon class the
range of ages for the girls was 68 to 59
months with a mean age of 62.9 months and a
S.D. of 2.9 and their intelligence quotients
ranged frOm 139 to 31 with a mean of 116.1 and
a S.D. of 13.96. The boys in the afterioon
scores ranged in age from 68 to 59 months with a
mean of 63 and S.D. of 3.31 and their intelligence
quotients ranged from 134 to 75 with a mean of
104 and S.D. of 17.2. .The intelligence test
used was the Vane Kindergarten Test.

,The consonant sounds were taken from Tonics
in Listening in Speaking in Reading in Writing

L.B. Scott and J.J. Thompson. They were as
follows:

b as inball and bed,
d as in3.611 and duck,

as in Tam an,1 fish,
g as in gun and goat,
bras in house and hat,
3 as injump and7'Iam,
V as in kitten and key,
las in light and leaf,
m as in mouse and man,
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n as in nut and nest
p as in EET and pig,
r-as n rabbit and rake
7 as in sun and sail,
t as in turtle and top,
v as in valentine and vine,
Ti as in window and wagon,

as in xard and Eo-xo, and
z as in zoo and zebra.
The stories used were the "Sdundie" stories in
Chapter 4 of the book. These stories describe
a little man wholives under a mushroom and
travels about talking to his friends and looking
for sounds that he can put into a bag that he
carries. The sounds, though used in isolation,
are presented in meaningful words and sentences.
Association with corresponding alphabetic
symbols was introduced concurrently but was not
emphasized.

The examiner read one story to the class'
early in the period. The children were not
specifically encouraged to repeat the sounds as
they heard them, but many did so spontaneously.
After each story was read, the normal school
routines were pursued. At the close of the
regular free time period, the children were asked
individually what sound the little man had put
into his bag that day. The examiner recorded
Whether or not each subject recalled the sound
correctly.

In order to determine whether or,not there
exists a positive mzorrelation between the measured
intelligence of the subjects and their ability to
retain phonic sounds, tIlesubje-cts' scores on
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the Vane Kindergarten Test were compared with the
number of sounds remembered correctly Spearman's

. rank order coefficient of correlatiOn (rho).

ridings

The number of s unds recalled correctly
for the whole group. f 42 subjects `ranged from
eighteen or total re all to none. The mean
number of sounds recalled was ten and the standard
deviation' was 4.94. When these retentions were
rank ordered and Compared with intelligence
quotients a coefficient of rrelation equal to
.55 resulted. This low po itive correlation is
not significant.

The mean number of sounds recalled by
those children who attended kindergarten in
the morning was compared with the corresponding
mean for those children who attended kindergarten
in the afternoon. For the morning class, the
range of I.q. scores is 133-to 77 with a mean
of 103.28 and a S.D. of 15.16 and for the total
sounds recalled, the range is 18 to zero with a
mean of 10.42 and S.D. of 4.93. For the afternoon
group, the intelligence quotients ranged from 139
to 75 with a mean of 109.76 andvS.D. of 14.89
and the range of total sounds recalled is 18 to
2A with a mean pf 9.76 and a S.D. of 6.31. These
are shown in Table 1.

When a t,score is cpmputed for the difference
between the means of the total sounds recalled
for the morning and the afternoon group's, a.
value of .3721 is obtained. This is not signifi-
cant, therefore it can be _vesumed that the
number of total sounds recalled is not dependent
pn the time, morning Or afternoon, at which
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children attend kindergarten.

.TABLE 1

. COMPARISON 07 I,Q.'s AND
TOTAL SOUNDS RECALLED FOR MORNMG

STD TtatgOON GROUPS

Vane Total Sotinds

Kindergarten Test Recalled

Morning Afternoon Morning Afternoon
Range 133-77 139-75 18-0 13-2
Mean 103-28 109.76' ,10.42 9.76
S.D. 15.16 14.89 4.93 6.31

In order to. find out whether or not there is
a sigiii4cant difference between the ability of
girls the ability of boys to remember these
Specific consonant sounds, two selected groups of
children, one composed of six girls and one
composed of an equal number of boys matched for
age and intelligence, were compared Table 2 shows
the ages, intelligence quotients and total
number of sounds recalled for these subjects.
For the girls, the ages range from 63 to 59 months
with a mean of 63.5 and a S.D. of 3.68. Fbr
the boys, the ages range from 68 to 59.with a mean
of 63.16 and a S.D. of 3.43. The Intelligence
quotients for this group of girls range from
115 to 77 with a mean of 103.33 and a S.D. of
12.99. The boys showed a range in intelligence
from 116 to 75 with -mean of 103.5 and a S.D. of
13.9.

The total number of sounds recalled by the
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girls in this group ranged from'lo to 5 with a
mean of 8.33 and a S.D. of. 3.59. Similar scores
for the boys ranged from 17 to 3.with a mean of
11.83 and a S.D. of 4.45.

TABLE 2

AGE I.Q.'s AID TOTAL SOUND RECALLED
MATCHED GROUPS OF BOYS AND GIRLS

Lge I.Q. Total Sounds _Recalled
toys Girls Boys Girls 4 Boys Girls
60 61 116 115 14 6
61 60 115 114 '10: 8
59 59 111 111 17 5

64 65 103 103 13 16 .

67 68 101 100 14 7
68 68 75 77 , 8

68-59 68-59 116-75 .115-77 17-3 16-5 Range
63.16 63.5 103.5 103.3 11.83 8.33 Mean
3.43 3.680 13.90 12.99 4.45 3.59 S.D.

Alen a t score its computed for the difference

between the means of thesetwo groups, boys and
girls matched for age and intelligence, a value
of.1.3687 is obtained. This is not stati7tically
significant, therfore it may be assamed that
there is Lio difference between the ability of
girls and Zhe ability of boys of similar age
and intelligence to recall sounds one hour after
they have heard them in a story' sequence.

Conclusions
+.!

Moore and Ronney (1971) found that the child

4
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with slower ability intellectually did not re-
tain speech signals during the process of audition.
The findings of this research also indicate that
children with lower intellectual ability are less
able tp recall sounds than are those with higher
intellectual ability. Since intelligence and .-
auditory discrimination correlate with success in
primary reading (Thompson, 1964;,Hildreth, 1954;
Covoures, 1964), it may be assumed, that the abi4.1ty
to identify phonemes in reading may be, at least
partially, predicted through the use of standard-
ized testing instruments whibh are,purported to
measure, perception and intelligence. It
follows from this and other research that.the
more intelligent children are able tolipten
better since they can recall the Sounds more
accurately.

, , .

However, differences in reading approaches,
and Methods of presentation may account for
differences in the way in which children learn
phonemes. Jibe method used here incorporated
the sound into a story sequence whereas other
methods utilize key words and pictures. Perhaps
a combination of these based might tie proven
efPective.

In'comparingthe ability of girls and bOys
to recall specific consonant sounds, this study
indicated no significant differen4e between the
sexes., This corresponds with thelresearch're-
ported by Wise (1964) who,found that sex
differences were not significant at the readiness: -

level. However, Durrell (1956) found that girls
generally are more ableAn visual and auditory
discrimination of words. This. may indicate that
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boys are more able to retain 'sounds presentp
through auditory means, and, if this is so,
then boys need a heavier emphaais on visual
skills and should be taught primarily through an
auditory method.

The girls in this study obtained higher
intelligence quotients on the Vane Kindergarten
Test than did the boystalthough the mean ages
nreach group were close. This test of
perceptual motor, vocabulary and draw-a-man
skills may be more suited-to girls than to
boys. Perhaps tests should be developed which
are calculated to measure the particular
characteristics of boys.
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A COYSARISON OF GRADE SCORE
INCREASES IN VOCABULARY AND COMPREHENSION

FORA CLUSTDR FIRST GRADE CLA:SS
AND A SELF-CONTAINED FIRST GRADE CLASS

carol Minehan

Learning is a social act, and Children learn-
ing from children can be a genertting force for
education. Children of differing ages and abilities
who have the opportunity to mix,freely and to
teach each other should score higher on reading
tests than those who do not have this opportunity.
In the United States informal multi-age grouping
has increased. Variatidns of the British schools
can be found in primary schools here. Children'`
of.different ages and abilities can be found
working together in a variety of situations
one of which might be tutorial. Majors (1971)
experimented with first and fifth grade children
working together in a tutoring program., Improved
test results in reading for the first grade
student and reinforced knowledge combined with ;
increased interest in their work were noticed
with the sixth grade tutors. A more positive
attitude toward authority, teaching, and learning
was found for all after this experiment. Swett
(1971) reported increased positive perdeptions
about themselves for fourth and first grade
students after a tutorial situation. These and
other researchers have rpported that heterogeneous,
mixtures of children will enrich the-learning
process. Because of the maturation of intelligence
with increasing age, the main, influence may be
the free intercourse with children of varying ages.

Children at the first grade level who observe'

r.



daily the importance and multiple uses,of,reading
should be motivated to learn to read land to en-
gage in the act of reading to such an extent that
their abilities in the area of reading are
increased. This increase in ability Should be
measurable for vocabulary and comprehension.
Therefore; the following hypothesis was tested:
Children in the first grade who have the oppor:.

tunity to communicate freely -and to teach each
other in combined classroom and learning center
situations among first, second, and third grade
children over a two-month period will evidence
greater increases in vocabulary and comprehension
scores as these are measured by a standardized
'reading test than will children in a s-elf-Contained
classroom,'

Methods

The bjects of this stuay.were two-first
grade$ each containing nineteen pupils selected
from a middle-class school. These classes
differed in that one was a traditional self-
,contained classroom while the other waepert of
a cluster of classes which included a second and
a third grade class. These three classes shared
learning centers which included areas for art,
audio-visual equipment, science, social studies,
mathematic, and a library while the self-con-
tained class used materials for each subject
within the one 'classroom and did not interact
with other clas,ses.

The cluster class was comprised of thirteen
boys'and six girls whose mean age was seven years
and the self-contained class was made up of
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twelve girli and seven boys whose mean age yes
seven years also.

During the school year both classes used kT
A.B.C. Read series combined with enrichment books
used at the discretion of the teachers.

The cluster classes, grades one through three
grouped pupils.for reading activities on the
basis of informal reading inventories, the
Miirphy-Zurrell Readiness Test-Grade 1, Stanford
Reading Achievement Test-Grade 2, and the
California Achievement Test-Grade 3. The cluster
classes also engaged in varied types of informal

_reading activitles which included playing
reading games; Sharing'books and pupil-made
stories, poemi and plays and other media from the
instructional cent0s. These activities spanned
the grade levels of the three cluster classes.

The self-contained class engaged in similar
,actimities usineSimilar naterials but uscl. these
in their own first -gr classroom. These
children did no e as access to materials
spanning the grade 'levels apes had little inter-
action with older children.

The Gates-:4acGinitie Reading F:Lcary
Forms 1 and 2 were used an pre-tests. and poSt-

uests resTectiv-e-ly on April 19 aped 20 )';:.7 and
June 1. and 15, 1973.

Findings

The scores .obtained on the two forms of the
Gates Ma(Ginitie Reading Test, Primary "-were
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compared for both groups to ascertain whether or
not a significant difference in mean gain
occurred. The range of grade score increases on .

the vocabulary sectioa,of the test ranged from 0
to 1.7 with a mean of .4211 and a standard
deviation of .6769 for the cluster group. For

the E.6TT-contained class, the vocabulary gain
ranged from 0 to 1.0 with a mean of .1474 and
a standard deviation of .2783. When the meaiA
are compared, they yield a t-value of 1.5865
which is not significant (o=.10). This is shown *1\

in Table 1. This, although not statistically
significant shows a trend toward a greater mean
gain in reading vocabulary for the first grade
class who were taught in a cluster of first
through third grades.

TABLE 1

GAM IN VOCABULARY

'luster Self-Contained

Range 0-1.7 0-1.0

Main .4211 .1474

S.D. .6769 .3783

*t=1.5865 df=36
*Not statistically significant (p. =.10).

The grade score increases in comprehension
for the cluster class ranged from) to 1.6 with
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a mean of .4526 and a standard deviation of .5019.
The grade score increase on the comprehension
measure for the self-contained group was from
0 to 1.4 with a mean of .3105 and a standard
deviation of .4272. When the means of the two
classes were compared, a t-value of .9144 was
obtained. This did not reflect a statistically
significant difference. Table 2 shows this
comparison.

Whilde there was a greateFincrease in
comprehension scores for the cluster group,
this difference was not statistically significant
and does not clearly support the hypothesis that
cluster grouping across grade levels effects
an increase in reading vocabulary greater than is
accomplished in a conventional self-contained
classroom. Over a longer period of time than
the two months of this study, gains in comprehension
may have shown a greater diveKsity than occurred
in this research.

TABLE 2 .

CrAIN IN COMPMENSION

Cluster Self-Contained

Range, 0-1.6 0-1.4

Mean .4526 .3105

S.D. .5019 .4272

*t=.9144

*Not statistically, significant.
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Conclusions'

According to the.data presented here, child-
ren in a first grade who were Ole to mix freely
with other children of multi-age and ability
levels did perform better, although in this
short two-month period this difference was not
statistically significant, on teats of reading
vocabulary than did those children in a self-
contained classroom. Grouping children of
different ages and ability levels together may
Prove to be a workablealternative to theprove

classroom situation. Much of the reading
skill taught in the first grade are,word
recognition and vocabulary and so the more
revealing tests of reading ability at thin
grade level may very well be tests of vocabulary.

With.the continuing and ever increasing
knowledge explosion and the drive toward in-
dividualization of instruction, children working ,

with and learning from other children of different
ages and labilities may be a possible solution

' to the problem of schools which 'must educate the
mole child., If multi-age grouping can increase
learning; a changing of group structure similar
to the one-room schoolhouse but utiliZing the
added educatiohalknowledge; gained through the
years might be instituted.
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A COMPARISON OF THE DISTAR READING SYSTEM
WITH A BASAL F2ADIN PROGRAM IN TEE
SECOND GR.DE AS MEASURED BY THE

STANFORD ACHIEMENT TEST

Virginia ;almond Fayne

The educational problems of disadvantaged
children, particularly the problems these children
have with reading, have received much attention
in the literature. Deutsch (1967) stated that
forty percent to-seventy percent of the total
population in the nationt,s twenty largest cities
were children from marginal onomic and social
circumstances, and that by the e they reach
high school, sixty percent of these children are
retarded by one to four years. Marburger (1963),
in describing the Detroit Great Cities Project,
points out the need for the development of an
educational program adapted to the needs of these
children. Pessow (1963) and Feitelson (1968) sug-
gest that preventative practice in the form of
programs developed to suit the characteristics
of children of the urban poor should be developed.

One such -program is Distar, the name of which
is an acronym for "Direct Instructional Systems
for Teaching Arithmetic and Reading," developed
by Bereiter and Engelmann who feel that the
disadvantaged child is lacking in learning but
not in the ability to learn. This system was
developed using two math strategies; the first,
verbal bombardment by the teacher to co,:oress a
large amount of verbal experience into a short
time, and direct instruction in.activities

focusing on the academic sk511t r,,eded Iv the
cYllren.
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The authors of Distar recommend several
proceduresfor reading instruction for disadvantaged
children incltding special emphasis 9n develop-
ing awareness of words as distinct entities, and
tmphasis on the alphabetic nature of the English
language. Further, they state that the most im-
portant requirement for a set of readers is that
it should be based on spelling patterns rather
than on content or the meaning or frequency of
the vocabulary chosen.

Much has been written to the effect.that the
specific reading method does not have as much to
do with the. reading achievement of children as
does the effectiveness of the teacher. In
reviewing the United States..Office of Education
reading studies, Sipay (1968) suggests thet
teachers oft influ Lce classes more than the
method of ins t n used. Sipay also states
that no one reading program_prOved to be Superior
for all children in every respect of reading
measured. Similarly, another study comparing
basal, linguiStic, and modified linguistic methods
in first and second grades found all methods
equally effective. Sheldon; Stinson & Publes,
(1969). However; Bovee (1972) reports findings
Indicating that phonic approaches produce better
word recognition skiils than methods which do not
stress phonics.

While there is some research indicating that
the particular reading method used does not make
as much difference in the reading achievement of
the pupils as does the teacher, several writers
state that code-emphasis approaches are producing
better-reading achievement. This seems to be
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especially true for slow learners and disadvantaged
children. The Distar reading system, with its
code emphasis which was developed particularly

- for disadvdntaged children and slow learners, is
shown in several investigations to have improved
the reading achievement of the children for
whom it was designed (Science Presearch Associates,
Inc., 1970). The purpose of this study was to
compare the reading achievement of inner city
students who had been taught with the Distar
system since kindergarten with the reading
achievement of children in the same school who
were taught with a basal approach.

Methods

The 146 subjects used in this study were
drawn from the total number of students taking the
Stanford Achievement Test at the end of second

.

grade in May, 1971, and in May, 1973 in Patprson,*
New Jersey, Only those children who had been in
this particular school since kindergarten were
included. Data concerning the subjects;I.Q.'s
was not available since the Paterson does not
test for I.q. at this grade level, There were
32 girls and 41 boys in the 1971 group and in
the 1973 group 38 were girls and,35 were boys.

The 1971 basal reading roup received no formal
reading instruction in kindergarten beyond the
readiness activities given at the discretion of
the individual teachers. In the first and second
grades the Scott Foresman Basal Reading Program
was used. Any phonics instruction was that included
in the basal program are given as supplemental

ljnstruction by the individualrteachers. In 1970,
the Distar group began this structured program in

Gi
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kindergarten and, by the end of the acond grade,
had progresatd to reading short stories in

traditional orthography.

The 1965 edition of the Stanford Achievement
Test was administered to both groups of subjects
at the end of the second grade, Form W to the
1971 basal reader group and Form X to the 1973
Distar group.' All eight subtests, Word Meaning,
paragraph Meaning, Science and Social Studies
Concepts, Spelling, Word Study Skills, Language,
Arithmetic Computation, and Arithmetic Concepts,

were given. In addition, a Total Reading score

was computed. Th e scores are reported in

grade equivalents. A test of significance of the
difference between the means was computed for the
-two groups on each test to determine whether or
not there was a significant difference between the

test scores for those subjects taught by means
of Distar and those taught with basal readers.

Findings

The hypothesis which stated that the 1973
Distar group would show significantly higher
reading and language scores on the Stanford
Achievement Test than would those taught with the
Scott Foresman Basal Reading Program, was support-
ed. When scores obtained for the Total Reading

subtest are compared a .,-score of 3.1924 (p=.005)

was obtained. The 1971 basal group obtained
grade-equivalent scores ranging from 1.5 to
3.6 with a mean of 2.14 and a standard deviation

of 14964. This is shown in Table 1.

A

-)
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TABLE 1

CaTARISaN.OF TOTAL READING GRADE-EQUIVALENT '

SCORES

973 Be}sal Group 1973 Distar Group

Range 1.5-3.6 1.4-4.1

Median 2.14 2.54

S. D. .4964 ;9522

t=3.1924 (p=.005) df.144

When the Word Ieaning grade - equivalent scores
for the two groups are compared, the 1971
basal group range's from 1.2 to 4.4 with a moan
of 2.27 and a standard deviation of .8758 and
the 1973 Distar group ranges from 1.3, to 4.7
with a mean of 2.66 and a standard deviation of
1.3452. When these means are compared a t score
or 2.0638 (p=.01) which indicats thlt the Distar
group achieved. sianificantly better than did
the basal group. This is shown in Table 2.

'TABLE 2

CTIWII0X4a4F-41EANING
GRAZE-EQUIVALENT SCORES

1971 Basal Group 1973 Distal* Group
Range 1.2-4.4 1.3-4.7
Mean .2,27 2.66
S. D. .8753 , 1,3452
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t=2.0138 (p=.01) df=144

.0n-the Paragraph Meaning subtest the 1971
basal group obtained a range of scores from 1.4
to 3.4 with a mean of 2.1096 and a standard
deviation of .6710 while the 1973 Distar group
obtained,a range of scores from 1.67;.0 with
a mean of 2.4972 and a standard deViation of
.6879. When the means are compared, a t-score'
of 2.0638 (p=.0005) revitS FhiChiindicates'
that the 1973 Distar group achieved significantly
higher stores in Paragraph Meaning that did the
basal reader group. This is shown in Table 3.

TABLE 3

COhTARIS ON OF PARAGRAPH MEM=
GRADE- EQUIVALENT .S COPE S

1971 Basal Group 1973 Distar Group

Range 1.4-3.4 1.0-4.0
i

Mean 2.10 2.49

S.D. .6710 .6879

t=3.4226. (p=4)0051 df=144

Sixty- seven of the basal reading Subjects
took the Spelling subtest in 1971 and 72 of-the
Distar group took this subtest in 1973. The
1771banal group Obtained zt grade-equivalent range,
of 1;3 to 6.3 with a-mean of 2.81 and a standard
deviation Of 1.2958. For the Distar group, the
range was '143-5.7 with,a mean of 3.26 and a
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standard deviation'of..9559. When the means are
compared a t-score of 2.334 (p=.01) is obtained.
These data are shown in Table 4. It should be *2:
pointed outhere that while the range of the
Distar group is smaller, the distribution of the
majority of subjectsabove a grade-equivalent
level of 3.1 produced the significantly higher
mean score of 3.26. The data indiCate that, for,
these subjects, the use of the Distar reading
system resulted in significantly increased
spelling ability.

I
TABLE 4-

COMPARISON OF SRL-
GRADE-EQUIVALEPA s.0Es

1971 Basal Group 1973 Distar Group

67 72

Range ,1.3-6.3 1.3-5.7

Mean . .2.81 3.26

S.D. 1.2958' .9559

.t=2.3324 (p=.01) df=137

It was hypothesized that the 1973 Distar
group would achieve significantly higher scores
than would the 1971 basal reader group on the
Word Study Skills subtest. Thit wasnot supported
-by the data presented inTable 5. There were
73 subjects in the 1971 basal group and 72 subjects
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in the..1973 Distar group ;who tools this subtest.

The 1971 basal group,obtiined a range of 1.1 to
5.8 grade levels with'a meairof 2.30 and a
standard' deviation of .9962. 'The,1973,Distar
group obtained grade-equivalent scores ranging
from 1.2 to 7.0 taith a mean of 2.37 and a,

standard deviation of 1.3029.

TABLE 5

COMPARISON OF WORD STUDY
SKILLS,GRADE-EQUIVALENT SCORES

.

1971 Basal Group 1973 Distar group

N 73 72

Range 1.2-7.0

Mean 2-.30 2.37

s. D. .9962 1.3029

t=.3803 df=143

. There were 73 subjects in the 1971 basal
group.and 72 subjects in the 1973 Distar group
who took the Language subtest of the Stanford
Achievement Test. In 1971 the basal group obtained
a range of 1.2 to 3.9 grade levels with a mean of
2.33 and standard deviation of ;1275. The 1973
Distar group obtained a grade level range of 1.0-

1-6774. with a mean of 3.08 and a standard,,

. deviation of 1.7912. A cotparison ofthese
scores yields a t -score of 5.6610 (p=.0005).
This data is included in Table 6.
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TABLE 6

COMPARISON OF LANGUAGE

GRADE-EQUIVALENT SCORES

1971 Basal Group 1973 Distar Group

N
73

72

.Range 1.2-3.9

,

Mean 2.33 3.08

.S.D. '.1275 1.7912

t=5.6610 -(1)7.0005)

Conclusions

df=143

The highly structured Distar reading system
with its strong code emphasis produce significantly
better reading achievement at the second grade
level in this inner city school than did the
Scott, Fdresman Basal Reading Program in the Total
Reading scores and all of the subtests except
Word Study Skills. It is/probable that the fact
that the Distar group began reading instruction
iethe kindergarten,while the'basal group did not
have some effect on their relatiVe achievement in
'sdcond grade. This finding gives support to
proponents of early, systematic teaching for
disadvantaged children. In addition,,this indicates
that the needs of the disadvantaged child can
best bametwith a highly structured system such
as Distar presents. Whereas the basal reading series
are-31Teri based on concepts of middle class living,
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teaching in the Distar approach does not mty as

much on.the background experience of the children.

This direct approach ;eeaches one skill at a time.

Failure is not a large factor because each child

moves on as he masters each skill.

Scheffler (1958) states that "The guiding

principal... is that educational content'is to

help the learner attain maximum self-sufficiency
as cOnomically as possible (p.469, 470)." This

economy of content should be evident, according

to Scheffler, infteaching effort and resources,
learner's efforts and subject matter. The Distar

system of reading instruction seem's tont these
requirements.' First, teaching effort and resources:

the Distar system is teacher-centered; ,however

the sequence of lessons ana explicit directions

,for teaching arg incorporatqd into the materials:

The authors; have developed the system along certain

lines and Vie teacher has only to follow the

sequence and directions for teaching lessons.

Second, the learner's ecfgrt should be minimized.

The Distar system minimized the pressure of

failure by systematiCally teaching one skill at

a time. Each child doves at his own pace as he

masters each skill. The teaching of Distar is

characterized by much drill and repetition for'

children who need it. Children who hive mastered

a,skill may move on to the next skill.without as

muchrepetitiona Third, economy of subject matter,

as recommended, by Scheffler, is exemplified. Each

skill necessary for beginning reading is built

upon by sucCepding skills. The philosophy of

the authors is to give students just the skills

they need to learn to read.

GB
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The results of this investigation indicate
that Lister with its highly structured, code
empha=i5proach, when this is begun in kin garten,
produces signifieahtlY better reading abilit with -

disadvantaged children than does a meaning -
approach basal system with phonics introduced
incidentally.
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A COMPARISON OF THE PROGRESS
MADE BY FIFTH GRADE TUTORS

AND FOURTH GRADE TUTEES
LJBThG A TUTORIAL PROGRAM

IN READLNG

Audrey Cleeff

Learning to read continues to hold a high
rank among the major developmental tasks children
face today because the ability to interpret the
printed page continues to be the means for
preparing for well-rounded living. However, this
complex skill is seldom learned incidentally by
casual trial-and-error methods. What, then, is
the best road to reading? Whet sort of program
will e.,able the child to learn according to his
abilities and interests? Bond and Tinker (1967)
state that new trends in reading instruction are
brought about by many factors among which are a
better understanding of child development and of
children's learning processes. methods of reading
instruction ardFrraging with the improvements in
other aspects of teac3?1,ing and learning. ,ts

e rsult,ischools have bcen trying to effect ::ore
and individualized reading instruction but are
not able to afford the extra personnel ne.:eisary
for this type teaching.

'dith under achi very and nor readers, sone
scnools have trie' the very old idea of children'
teaching children iessman (1971) contends that
children aril youth learn more fro.n performing the
teaching role than they do as students in the
classroon.. He cites the work of John .;.ancaster,

the E.:glish quaker, who told of the positive
results obtained when a lack of funds forced

7
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him to use children as teachers in a school for

the poor, Towle (1366) continued the Lancastrian

theory and found that the more advanced pupils

benefited from the review they underwent while

teaching tle younger pupils. It is toward this

old system that this study was directed.

The pupose of this study vas to determine

whether or not tutors or tutees gain more

from a tutorial program in which fifth grade

remedial studentstutored fourth grade remedial

students to ascertain ithether the tutors or the

tutees gain more in reading achievement. The

focus of this investigation was on reading .

comprehension and vocabulary.

Methods

A pilot study was conducted by the investi-

gator during .the previous school year. In this

particular program, fourth grade students tu-

tored third grade students and fifth grade

students tutored fourth grade students. This

tutoring was done before school in the library.

Th tutors were briefed on the procedures

they we e to follow. In preparing their lesions,

the tut rs were requested to read the story in

the Rea is Digest Skill Builder and make word

cards for any words they thought might be dif-

ficult for their tutees. An independent study

page was provided for the tutor as a culminating

activity. No pre-or past-testing was done.

When theGinn 100 Edition Readiness Test

was given the following September, many of the
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children who had worked diligently in the program
scored at the high middle of the class. This

represented a marked improvement. It was conclud-
ed rrom this that a tutorial situation would bene-
fitIthe students involved. This investigation
tested this premise further.

Sixteen fourth-grade students and fifteen
fifth grade students whose reading achievement
was below grade level were the subjects of this
study. They were called "under achievers" by
their teachers.

The chronolDgical ages for the fourth grade
tutees ranged from 1C1, to 125 months with a
mean age of 117 months and a
standard deviation of 5.51 months. Their I.q.'s
ranged from 79 to with a mean of 94 and a
standard deviation of 11.09 as measured by the
Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Test. The
guardians of the fourth-grale,tutees were rated
on the Socio-econoric Status Scale (Reiss, 1961).
The :lassification of these children's guardians
range from a hi h of 90 to a low of 25 with a
standard deviat on of 17.84. This data is shown
in Table 1.

The chronolo6 cal ages for the fifth grade
tutors ranged from 121 to 141 months with a'
mean of 132 months and a standard deviation of
6.77. Their ranged from 76 to 113 with a:
mean of 97 and a standard deviation of 11.85 as
measured by the Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence
Test. The guardians' occupational ratings
ranged from 96 to 25 with a mean of 64.26 and a
standard, deviation of'20.91. Table 1 includes
thesedata..
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TABLE 1

AGE, I.Q. AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC
CHARACTERISTICS OF TEE TUTORS

AND MTEES

FOURTH GRADE TOIEE3

Age
16

I:Q. '
Socio-economic Rating

Range 109-125 115-79 25-90

Mean 117 94 53.31

S.D. 5.51 .
11.09 17.84

fIFTH GRADE TUTORS

Age I.Q. Socio-economic Rating

N 15

Range 121-141 113-76 25-96

Mean 132 97 64.26

S.D' 6.77 '11.85 20.91

The subjects were given the Stanford

Diagnostic Reading Test Form W at the beginning

of the study and Form X og thesame test was

given at the conclusion of the study. The

teachers used the airan, 100 Edition, Readiness

Test in-the beginning .of the year to assist them

in grouping c

YP

ildren for reading, these scores are

considered i this study. The test puts emphasis

on: (1) Vocabulary, including (a) word meaning

and context clues, and (2) comprehensions, includ-

ing (a) main ildea4 and .(b) details. The Ginn,

-68-
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1
100 Achievement Test WRs given at the end of the
study. A scale to Measure Attitudes Toward
Reeding (Johnson, 15777,7OWsting Of a list of
22 questions was given to the students in the
beginning of the program to ascertain their
attitude toward reading.

The Reader's past Skill Builder grades
two-two through four-one were used. This material
was not used in the classroom. Lined tag-board
card teasuring three ty six inches were provided
so the tutors could prepare flash cards for the
tutees.

The tutorial period ran from 9:30 to 00 A.M.
three days each week. A fifth grade reme-ial
student was paired with a fourth grade rer. dial
student. Boys were paired with boys and girls'
were paired with girls.

:At briefing sessions, prig to the tutorial
progran, the fifth grade tiutors were told that
they would. helping fourth g de students in
reading; end their goal was to r,ise the reed-
ing scoreo of their tutees. The tutors were
shown the materials they would be using which were:
The Peader's Digest Skill Builder, the flash cards,
tbe word study page, and the questions at the
end of each story which the tutee would be re-
quired to answer. The tutors were advised that
they would have to prepare a lesson for their
tutee 4 reading the story in the Reader's Digest'
Skill 3uilder, by selecting and printing on the
flash cards any words they thought would be

icult for the tutee, and by having the. tutee
ausw i the cuestioni at the end of Ach story.
hey would be permitted to prepare their lessons



. -

in the class under the direction f the reading

teachers, and if they could Dr are their lesson

at home, they Xaould be able to accomplish mach

`more with th r tutee. Proper attitude-and

conduct towe d the tutee was discussed.

The fourth grade tutees were told that they

would-hhve a fifth grader workingPwith them on a
one-to-one basis as an experiment to see if this

extra reading time with an individualized program

_Yrouild
help improve their reading. The materials

they would be using were shown to them, in order

to alleviate eny anxiety on their part, and they

were told what they would be eXpected to do.

Every fifth day the group was split, and one

reading teacher conducted a reading lesson with

the tutees. Another reading teacher took the

tutors so they would be able to discuss their
-program and bring up any questions or problems

they were having. After tutoring sessions,
both tutors and tutees evaluated their experiences
sometimes indiyidually, sometimes with each other.

During the actual tutoring periods, the
subjects sat on one side of the tables so all

faced the front. Their chairs were to:be

touching, the tutor was instructed to "good"

after every correct response._ Ten A's in

-1\ succession on the separate word lists prepared by

the tutor merited a reward, a piece of candy for

both tutor and tutee. Three supervising teachers

circulated among the children to answer questions

and give any necessary help. This procedure. was

carried out for t1ree months.
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Findin s

The differences which r
on the pre-and post tests; F
the Reading Comprehension s

Diagnostic Reading Test were
groups. For the tutors these
from zero to 15 with a mean o
standard deviation of 8.3944.
in the scores for the tutees
range of zero to 18 with a mea
standard deviation of 4.2697.
between the two means are comp
of .4930 is obtained. This is
significant, however, the tutor
the greater mean gain in readin
This is shown in Table 1.

suited when the
rm W and Fbrm X-of
ction of the Standard
ompared for the two
differences ranged
6.6 and a
The differences

r sulted in A
of 5.7 and a

When the differences
red, a t" -score

of statistically
accomplished
comprehension.

cores

TABLE 1

.11.1

DIFFERENCES LN GA
IN COMPREHENSION

N
Tutors
15

Range 0-15

Mean 6.6

S.D. 8.3944

t=.4930

When the difference's between the mean
comparedi t=.14930 (not significant).

!7

Tut
16

es

0-18

5.7

5.1a

=29

are



On the Vocabulary test, the gains obtained .

by the tutors ranged frOm zero to 6 with a, mean

, of 3.9 and standard deviation,of 1.6645: The

differences in the cores ofthe'tUtees ranged

from zero to 9 with a mean of 2.5 and a standard .

deviation of 2.6944. When the'means areCOMpared,
a t value.Of 2.7664 results. This is significant

at the .0005 level of confidence. This is shown,

in.Table 2. The tutors' greater gains support :-

the hypothesis that tutors gain more than tutees

in a reuedial reading situation.

TABLE 2

DtFkERENCES GA'
IN VOCABULARY.

Tutors - Tutees
15 16,

Range 0-9

Mean 3.9 2.5

A

S.D. 1.6645 2.6944

t=2.7664 /df29'
When the differences between the two means are-

compared, t=2.7664,((significant at the .0005 .

level). -

. A comparison of the grade-level scores obtained

by the two groups -Shows that the tutors' gain _

was signiN-Tntly higher than was the grade level

. gain of the tutees' (p=.05)'. tutors'grade
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level gains ranged from zero to 1.8 with a
mean of .93 and standard deviation of .7066;
The differences in the grade level scores for
the tutees range4,from zero to 2.0 with a mean
of .59 and standard deviation of .5499. This

is' shown in 'Table 3.

TABLE 3

- 'DIFFERENCES IN GRADE SCORES

Tutrs Tutees

N 15 16

_Range , '0-18 0 -2.0

Mean .93 .59

S.D. .7066 .5875

tim1.4745 dfm29

When the differences between the two means ate
compared, t=1.4745 (significant at the .05
level).

An analysis of the attitude gcale revealed
that the, tutors and the tutees agreed that:

1. Most books are too long.
2. Most books get dull toward the end.

'3. Time should be included for free'read-
ing during the day.

4. Boos are not the .nly items which make
good presents.

o.

1 if
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5. Approximately half of the subjects
involved felt that reading is only for

"grade grubbers".
6.. Reading is necessary.

7. Sharing books has value.

8. Money spent for books is well spent,

Conclusions

An evaluation of tht results of this study
indicate that it is a highly effective procedure
and produces appreciable gains in ,learning to
read.' This-works well for a variety of reasons,
both cognitive and emotional. Aar the tutor
it proisides feelings of competence and maturity.
The tutor becomes an active, participating
learner filling the gaps in his previous learn-
ing sequence and reinforcing previously gained
idsights. In a sense, he obtains all of the
benefits of overlearning.

The tutor andothe tutee do not benefit
*like. Each benefits in a different, way, and,
from this data, it may be concluded.thit the
tutor benefits in a greater number' of reading
processes than in the normal classroom situation.

As a tutor progresses through a tutorial
program, it may assist him ilflearning how to
learn, in managing his own learning, arid' in
improving hit study habits. He May tome to
expect more'of himself as a result of being
placed\in.the teaching role.,

The tutee -feels that, with his tutor's
help, he can learn to read, and the-tutor can
learn reading technignes.beeause he has to be

a
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successful with the tutee. Also, the cooperative
experience with a peer or a younger child offers
an important\social experience in contrast to
the competitive context'in which learning
generally takes place in our society.
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i COMPARIGON OF RELDING 'TERESTS

OF SIXTH GRADE PM- FROM ,
A'SAT:LLITE 211Y RDA

T2SIDEPTIAL S1.7_, .JRD

tlice E. 7,thllogl

1: /

-,Reading is one of the forenlost sources from

,which children learn. According to Termen (1931),

the reading habit must be fostered in ,a sequen-

tial manner. First * the child learns the'

-mechani.'s of resdin44. After thishe shovad be- .0.

supplied with ma lye good-books. 'He should he

, encouraged to read by /being exposed to books

which refke;lt his eteryday intere5t5,as well as

interests that fit his,age level br stage in the

pattern of interests which children follow.

Frank, (1937) rays that although there are wide

individual differences between children of .4h'

same, age, certain types' of reading, belong tb

certain ages and a'well-defiaed curve of interest

may be traredt'nrough the ages of childhood.

'Although it is cot easy for an adult to

determine the reading-interests of children,

studies'point tb defidite conclusions which can

be used ag,a guide. by parents and'teachers when

choosing children's literature. Certain reading

preferences develop at definite ages or stages

of childhood. ,Individual differences result

from the influence of one's surroundings, and

-special interests. Ford and Koplyay (1068)

found age and ,sex to be more important factors

in the influence of children's interests'than,

socio-economic.background. TuXneds (1963) states

that children's' interests indicate that three, '
o



factors influence childrel's reading: in-

telligence, age and sex.

The purpose of this study was to de-terraina
the reading inter41.5 of two groups of sixth
grade children in selected schools of New Jersey
to determine whether o not children of the
same age and grade leire share the same reading
interests and to find ou whether children -

living ir, a satellite city ncompacsing -high rise
apartment dwellings have.interests slialar to
children living in g residential suburl, of
predominantly single family dwellings.

Methods .

Of the total of subjects studied here,
*3 were from Borough A, a suburban residential
area with a population of approximately 8,500,
and 23 werlifrom Borough B, a predarAnantly
residential suburb -adjacent to New York City,
with a population of approximately 51.7000. b

Despite thein proximity to an urban metropolis,
both boroughs,are middle-to upper middle-class
in socio-econ6mio-level.

. .

e Borol.igh.A.grout consisted of thirteen,

boys a. d ten girls ranging in age from 11 years
to,12 eais'12 months with a neat age of 11
years 3 Thonths and e standard deviation of .298
months. The,ointelligence qudtialits of this

group .rangers from100 toAF9 withlmean of 107.7
and a standaii deviation (4 9,54'j.' The ..orough

D. group consisted of fifteen .and eight
girls ralgins in age from yaars, 1 month 'to

12 years, 2 mo-rtY s and a sta. yd 4eviation or
3.427 months. The intelligence quotients of this

77-
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group ranged from 100 to 147 with a mean of

. 113.3 a standard deviation'of 10.870. The

reeding scores of the Borough A subjects, ob-

tained from the Stanford Diagnostic Test ranged

from 4.5 to 11.1 grade levels with a mean of ,----

7.2.and i standard deviation of 1.650. For

the Borough B subjects, reeding scores re

from 5.5 to-.9.7 grade levels with a mean of 7.

and a standard.deviation of 1.142 as measured

by the Iowa Test of Basic Skills.

A questionnaire, congtructed,by the investi-

gator, surveyed student preferences for types

of books. Forty-five excerpts from children's

books were selected. Each excerpt was approximately

twenty to fifty words in length. The nine

categories included were: adventure.,mystery,

biographies, animals, humor, science, sports,

girlestories and myths. The excerpts

were selected for the type of reading interests

..they reflected. The excerpt4 were arranged?

*.randomly throughekrt the questionnaire. The

researier kept a code sheet including selections

and categvies to which each 'belonged as well

esthe title of eaCh selection and the author.

The questionnaire was administered in too

different sittings on,tvo days, Each sitting

lasted from thirty to forty.Ainutes. This

'alp done by regular classroom teacher and

the time of day varied accordingly from school

to school.

A seporite scoring page wasp d con-

taining each excerpt and scoring column for the

like , dislikes, and no preference categories.

The score or each preference for Borough A

. =18-
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boys and girls and Borlugh B boysand girls
were tallied separately. Then the total
number of responses for each excerpt was
tallied. Because there were five excerpts in
each interest area, the scores for each of the
five excerpts were added together and a raw score
for each interest area was arrived at. This gave
a score for boys from Borough A who showed*a
preference for that type of literature, girls
from Borough A who showed a preference for a
type of literature, boys from Borough B

'who showed a preference for that type of
literature and girls from Borough B who whowed
a preference for that type of literature.
The same method was employed to indicate scores
for dislikes of each type of reading material
listed'on the questionnaire.

The scores for boys and girls from each
of the two boroughs vere.tdderi together to
obtain scores or the total samplei of each
borough for each interest, category. These
raw scores were converted to percentages'to
make them comparable, The percentage scores
were then correlated by means of Spearman's
rho to determine how closely, if at all, the .

total stores of one borough vererelated to
the scores obtained forthe children of the
otherborough. When these correlations are
close, a definite relationship between interests
was presumed predictaae for the two samples
regardless of the type of surroundings in
which they live. When the correlations are
not.Tanse, it might Indicate that other
hre more responsible for interests such as
teachers' influence, sex, availability of
-books.
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Findings

The correlation between the reading pre-
ferews of Borough A and of Borough B students
was .51 Which does not indicate a close
correlation. The correlation coefficient ob-
tained when the scores for the two groups'
reading dislikes were coftpared was .54. These
correlations do not indicate a close degree of
similarity of reading interests between the two

grouPs. .

The ation between the reading
interests of th two groups of boys vas close
(p.96). However, when comparing their reading
dislikes, a correlation of .65 vas obtained.
An even closer coefficient of correlation, pe98,
was found for the dislikes of the two groups qD

girls.

Girls from both towns liked adventure,
mysteries and rl's stories. Similarly,the .

percentages of Ibis from eachoborough who liked
'biographies and _ha is cloat. It shOuld be
noted that while half of the Borough A girls
liked huriorous stories, only 27 percent of the
girls from Waugh B indicated that they-would
like to read the humorous books selected.
Approximately the same percentage of girls from
both towns disliked biographies. Only one-
fourth of the girls from each town indicated a
dislike of girls' Oort84 -

When the girls' reading preferences were

raredture ,stories second. Borough B girls preferred
, Borough A girls' stories first and ad-

ve
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adventure stories first and their second prefer-
ence was girls' stories:

When the girls' dislikes were ranked, sports
stories, science, biographies, and humor were
the fits most disliked by the girls from
Borough A. Bo ugh B girls indicated a dislike
for science, bi graphies, sports, and humor
in that order.

Boys from bcth.boroughs showed preferences
for sports first and adventure mystery second.
Both groups disliked girls' stories more than
any other type of literature studied. Approxi-
mately the same percentage of boys from both
boroughs liked humor, 41 percent from Borough A
and 42 percent from Borough B.

Both boys and girls show a desire to reed
adventure-mystery stories, however, while the
girls indicated a desire to reed action stories,
the boys showed a definite tendency to avoid stories
hiVing girls as central characters. The same .

percentages of both boys and girls indicated a
desire to read religious stories. This was
28 percent.

Mere boys indicated preference.for'science
books (40%) than did girls (13%). Girls ranked'
science and sports lowest, (13 percent and 20
percent).whereas boys ranked girls- stories lowe.st

(5.7 percent). Girls showed a stronger liking
for animal stories (46 percent) than'did boys
(27 percent), and girls shoved more interest
(50 percent) than did boys (32 percent) in myth-

Plogy. However, the interests of boys (39 per-
cent) andgirls (41 percent) was similar for

.biography.
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Conclusions

- While boys ranked girls' stories last, girls

list the boys' favorite,
adventure, second only

to girls' stories. Both boys and girls place

religious stories seventh. Boys placed a much

higher priority on science, the third in the

series, while the girls'placed science last. 4,

Boys indicated that their primary interest was

sports stories but girls appeared to be barely

interested in sports and placed it eighth in

thier order of priorities. Girls rated animal

stories fourth and boys rated these stories

eighth.

( The findings indicate that there are no:

significant similaritiei:or differences between

the reading interests of sixth grade children

from a residential suburb when these interests

are compared with the reading interests of_

children:of similar age and.grade level from a_

satellite '.city. However, reading interests are

dichotomized for boiys and girls at this age and

grtde level. Whereas the girls in the two-locales

indicated similar-likes and dislikes, the boYs

'_from the two towns indicated similar preferencqa

but not similar dislikes.'

The implications-for teschers,and librarians

who select bodis for children, while not altogether

olear, were indicated by these findings. Certain

spooks will probablbe enjoyed by most gitls or

boys at a- certain ageanci'these Shottld be made

available for reortition14:reading.When.books
are selected tor an entire class; it iboactbe

recognized that while itirsterY Snd adventure stories
. .
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int e 04.4 boys and girls, a romantic or
girl-centered tory will be rejected by the
boys.

However, it may be wise to.investigate
the reasons for which boys reject stories that
feature girls as the central_cnaracter and the
reasons for which girls turn away from sports
and scie Is it because girls have been

-1,- taught an arly childhood that sportsate
for bo s and is it because most schools featureboys' eam sports and fewer such activities
for gi s? Have boys been taught to view
anything featuring girls as not part of theirimage?

ti
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A_COMPARISON BETWEEN
CHILD'S READING AB TX

AND READING GROUP P CEMENT
AS PREDICTED B THE ,

CLASSRON TEACHER'

Lillian Haefeli

Teachers form judgments about the rate of
progress pupils achieve in school and use
this judgment to rank and group pupils for
instruction. This is paiticularly true in the
teaching of reading. Whether or not pupils
tend to sense and mirror the teachers' judg-
ment and standards and consequently justify
these expectations is a concern for all who are
interested in children, and the factors which
determine their academic achievement. Smith
(1963) and Harris (1970) state that teacher

' judgment is the most reliable of all criteria
for deciding when a child has arrived at a
stage appropriate for undertaking reading
instruction. Rosenthal and Jacobsen(1968) found
that theacher's favorable expectations effect
gains in pupil's I.Q.'s and, for the lower
grades, these-changes are quite dynamic. Palardy
(1969) found that when first-grade teachers
reported that they believed boys are far less
successful than girls in learning to read, the.
boys of these teachers did achieve less well
on a standardized reading test than did a
comparable group of male pupils whose teachers
reported that they believed boys are as success-
ful as girls in learning to read.

The purpose of this study was to investigate
an hypothesized relationship between pupil's
reading abilities according to standardized

4
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reading tests and reading group:placement as

predicted by the classroom teacher.

Methods

The subjects of this study were pupils

enrolled in.a small, middle-class neighborhood

--( school. Subjects in the first grade were five

boys and five girls; one second grade group

consisted of four boys and six girls; another

second grade group consisted of five boys and

"five girls; and the third grade subjects were

six girls and four boys: The Ortis Quick

Seofe Mental Ability Tests were used to obtain

data for the tour groups of subjects.

For the first grade subjects, the mean I.Q.

was 113.3, for the first second grade group

the mean I.Q. was 120.8; for the second group

of second grade pupils the mean I.Q. was 112.5;

and for the third grade group4he'mean I.Q. was

112.8... The mean age in months for the first

grade group was 78.8; for the first second-

grade group the mean age was 92.8 months; for

the second second-grade group the mean age was

92 Months; and for the third gradeAgroup, the

mean age was 10ai1 monthss.

All subjects were given the Gates.:

Mac Ginitie Reading Test which includes vooa-s

pulary-and comprehension. The first grade

subjedts were administered Primary A/ the

second grade subjects Primary B, and the third-

grade subjects Primary C. The comprehension

scores on these standardized tests were tien

,COnverted to Scott Fbresman Reading .System4)s

levels so that'Gates Mac Ginitie grade scores

correspond. to the reading levels as follow:1

/.,



grades 1.0 -,1.2 to level 2; grades 1.3-1.5 to
level 3;,grades 1.6 to level 4; grades 2.0-
2.2 to level 5; grades 2.3-2.5 to level 6; grades
2.6- 2.7.tQ, level 7; grades 2.8 -2.9 to level 8;
grades 3.0- 3.2 to leVel 9; grades 3.3-3.5
level 10; grades 3.6-3.7 to leve111;,and grades
3.8-3.9 to level 12.

Following a prepared 'reading skills. chart
supplied by Scott Foresman Reading Systems foruse with Levels 1-12, a qkestionnaire was
designed to elicit teacher's

prediction of-'
pupil placement on instructionalveading leVelsEach teacher was provided with this checklistof the reading skills pupils were expected to
acquire through the severallevels-of the Scott'
Foresman Reading Systems. These teachers ii;7A
then asked to pre judge pupils reading abilitybased on informatiOn supplied in the question-
naire and their observations of the pupils'
reading abilities and to-place these pupils
in levels appropriate for reading instruction.
The teacherb involved made these prediction
independently,of standardized test scores or
cumulative records of any kind': At the end ofa three week period, the participatihg teachers
were'asked to submit a list lndicatinvthe
reading level on which each'pupil had actually
been assigned for instruction.

. Spearman's rank order coefficiplt of
correlation was then used to calculate the
correlation between the teacher's $redictions
and three measures of reading placement; the
actual functioning level' in the classroom as
measured by the levels placement checklist
provided by Scott Foresman to accompany the
reading system used in the school, the actual,
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reading cpmprehensibn scores as measured by

the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test-Pr;mary A, B, .

and C,-and this standardized test converted

to levels: This procedure tested the hypothesis

that a child's, instructional
reading level, as

'measured by taste precribed by the instructional

materiils-used; can be predidted by

the classroom teacher.

Findings

FOr the first grade group,_ the reading

comprehension scores on the Gates -MacGinitie

Reading Test-Primary C ranged from-1.? to-1.6

with a mean of 1.4 and a standard deviation of

.41. These test scores converted to levels

range from 2 to-3 with a mean of 2.90 and a

standard deviation of 1.97. The levels of -

Actual placement after thiee weeks of instruction

ranged from 2 to 4 with a mean of 2.90 and,0'

standard ddyiStion of 1.97. The independent'

predictions of the classroom teacher ranged

from 3to 4 with a mean of 3.30 and a 'tandard

deviation of 1.45. These levels are sh in

Table 1.

Table I

READING_LEVELS FOR FIRST-GRADE

Classroom

Gates-MacGiditie SFRp
Level

PlacementGrade

Level Scrire

Eange 3 ..4 2-3 2-4 1.2-1,6.

Mean,. 3.30 2,90 2.90 1.40

.D.-
*---1.45-77-

'1.97 .41

788-
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A Comparison made between, the measured
reading levels as converted from the Gates -

MacGinitie Reading, Test and'the actual,place-
ment levels as they were measured by the

.

Fbresman Reading yielded a
perfect correlation. A camparison'between
the reading levels as measured by the Gates-
MacGinitie Reading Test and the levels pre-
dieted by the classroom teacher yielded'a
coefficient of correlation of .17. .Similarly,
a camparibon betwpen the actual': reading level
placement by the.Seott Fbresman Reading Systems
after three weeks- of classroom instruction
withAhe level predicted by the classroom,
teacher yielded a coefficient of correlation
equal to Thii does not support the
-stated hypothesis which predicted that a
child's reading ability and subsequent reading
group placement may be quite- reliably predipte
by the classroom teacher.`

' For the first group of 'second grade subjects
reading camprehenskon scores obtained on the
Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test - Primary B,
ranged 1.9 to 5:4 with a mean of 3.55 and a
standard deviation of 3.40. These test scores
converted to levels range from 4 to 17 with a
mean of 10.40 and a standard deviationof 13.20.
The levels of actual, placement_after three
weeks of instruction ranged from 4 to.7 with
a mean of 6.40 and a standerd.deviatiOn of 2.89. -,
Theoindependent predictions bf the classroom
teacher ranged from 6 to 10 levels with a mean
of 8.60 and a,stendard deviation of 4.67. These
leVels are shown in Table 2.

-89-
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Table 2-

READING LEVELS FOR THE
.FIRST. SECOND GRADE GROUP

o4 Gates-MacGinitie SFRS

Classroom Grade Level

Teacher Level Score Placement

Range. . 6 -1. 4-17 1.975.4 4-7

Mean / 10.40 3.55 6.40

S,D,' / .97 13.20 3,40 2.89

----77(
A com rison between the measured reading

." levels as onverted from the Gates-MacGinitie
Reading' est,and the levels measured by, the
Scott reaman Reading Systems yielded a
corre ation of ,78 which is significant

com tison between the reading levels as ,

measured by the Scott FOreaman Reading Systems
d the levels predicted by the elassroom ;

teacher yielded a'coefficient of correlation
equal to .89. The closest correlation occurred
between the measured' levels: according to the
Gates-McGinitie Reading Test and the levels as

predicted by the classroom teacher. This
coefficient of rank correlation was .99. ,Vtom
this it may be concluded that the clasarodm
teacher,predicted as accurately the instructional
level of the children as did the standardized
reading test.

/ ,

The second group of second grade subjects
obtained reading comprehension scores orithe
Gates-Mac Ginitie Reading Test - Primary B

,e,

ranging from 1.6 to 5,1 grades with a mean of %,k

305 and a standard deviation of 3.68. These,

-90-



test scores converted to levels range from 4
to 17 with a mean of 10.40 and a standard
eviction of 14.10. The'lnels of placement

after three weeks of instruction ranged from
5 to 7 with a mean of 6.40 and a standard

------Vtation Of 3.08, The independent predictions_
St-Tobilti -t-e-S-dher Fahg e a-fran' 5to 10

levels with a mean'of 8.60 and a standard
deviation of 6.20. This is shown in Table 3.

Table 3

READING LEVELS FOR -TAE SECOND
SECOND-GRADE GROUP

Gates-MacGinitie SFRS
Classroom Level

A
Teacher Level Grade Placement

Ra e 5-10 4-17 1.6-5:1 5-7
Mean 8.60 10.7 3.55 6.40
S.D. 6.20 14.1 3.68 3.08

A comparison made between the measured
reading leVels as converted from the Gates-
MacGinitie Reading Test and the grade placement
levels as measured Oy the Scott foresmen Reading
Systems yielded a correlation coefficient equal
to .89. A comparison between the reading levels
as measured by the Gates-MacGinitie-Reading Test

and the levels predicted by the classroom
teacher yielded-a coefficient of correlation
coefficient of correlation equal to..89. A
comparison between the suggested reading level
placement, as measured by the Scott Fbremnan
Reading Sy hems after three weeks of instruction,
and the reading level predicted by the classroom
teacher yielded a perfect positive correlation
(rho41.00). Therefore, the hypothesis that a



child's reading ability and reading group
placement may be quite accurately predicted
thedieser-a= tadher is supported.

1,'OF e r gra e sub ec sl.reading
cc prehension scores obtained on the Gates-
IlabGinitie-ReadIng Test - Filkary C ranged
from 4.1 to 5.8 grades with a mean of.5.12
and a standard deviation of 1.58. These test
scares converted to levels range
with a mean of 16.10 and a standarV

15 to 18
aieviation

of 3.61. The level of placement after three
weeks of instruction as measured by the Scott
Foresman Systems was level eleven for all
subjects. The independent prediction by, the
classroom teacher also was level eleven for all
third grade subjects. This is shown in Table 4.

Table 4

READING LEVELS FOR THE THIRD GRA.OE GROUP

Gates-MacGinitie SFRS
Classroom Level
Teacher Level 'Grade Placement

11
11
0

When the reading level measured after
three weeks of instruction using the Scott
Foresman Reading Systems was compared with the
reading level measured by means of the Gates-
MacGinitie Reading Test, a correlation coefficient
equal to .66 resulted. When these measures were
compared with the predictions of the classroam
teacher, a rho Of 1.00 resulted. This occurred_
because of the tied ranks and thesameness of
the level measured by the Scott Foresman Reading

Range 11 15-18 4.1-5.8
Mean 11, 16.10 5.12
S.D. 0 3.61 1.58

-92-
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Systems; -we
ions corres

haga ec s.

The data

ver eachers earlier predict-
ded ith the placement level of

hypo es s was supporte .

indicated that the reeding levels
predicted earlier by the teacher are a curate
as.these correspOnd to latex' grow cement
accor to measured reading levels for
grad e tw and three but not for the first
grade.

* Conclusions

The results of this study coincide with
the findings of Smith and Jensen (1972) who
found teachers were accurate in their assessment
of children's capabilities in 70 percent of the
cases. This study supports this for grades
two and three but not for the !first grAe.
Is is probable that children in the first grade
come to school with a wide "range of abilities
that are not easily discernable. They come

4

from different experiential backgrounds, have
difrerent levels and rates,of maturation, and
varYing motivation from their homes. Some
first grade children, although deficient in
their experiential backgrounds do have a high
degree of intellectual ability and can learn
to read w e given formal instruction in %.

illreading. Similarly, some ildren have been
exposa to experiences w ch prepare them for
reading but, because of variations in intelli-:
gence"and maturity, d not readily grasp the
skills of reading. t is possible that this
combination of veer ble factors affects the
accuracy. of teacher's judgments of beginning
readers.
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The results of this fstudy and of fo
research indicate that, altttough t-; er
and do _predict pupils' achlbvement_lev
.reasonable accuracy, natty variables pro
operate when teachers make judgment's re
_gradg_placement-in reading._ Therefore, td
_aasigppqpil4 to reading groupssolegy an the
basis of informal assessment would not be the
judicious procedure for school systems to follow.
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